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CEO Climate Leadership Group urges global leaders to fight climate change

Climate change, one of the greatest challenges facing the
world, requires cooperation between the public and private
sectors.
This coalition of 43 CEOs, including ACCIONA Chairman José Manuel Entrecanales, urges global
leaders to act against climate change ahead of the United Nations Climate Change Conference in
Paris (COP21) in December.
CEO Climate Leadership Group, created in January 2015 within the framework of the Global
Economic Forum, believes the private sector has the responsibility to participate actively in efforts to
reduce greenhouse gas emissions, limiting global warming to 2ºC and easing the transition to a lowcarbon economy. These companies, from 20 different sectors, aim to drive actions to fight climate
change with a view to offering specific solutions.
The signatory companies expect global leaders to reach an ambitious climate change agreement at
COP21 in line with the Sustainable Development Goals, which will be approved in September.
In the fight against climate change, the CEO Climate Leadership Group has adopted a
series of commitments:
1. Establish targets to reduce greenhouse gas emissions and energy consumption and implement
voluntary actions to reduce the carbon footprint using technological innovations.
2. Be ambassadors in the fight against climate change and raise awareness in society.
3. Consider climate change in decision-making in order to design strategies that offer growth
opportunities.

The coalition of CEOs urges governments to accelerate their policies to create key
alliances for the agreement expected to be reached at the COP21 in Paris:
1. Adopt a carbon price which encourages a reduction in emissions and low carbonINVESTMENTS
.
2. Adopt clear policies that support an increase inRENEWABLE ENERGIES .
3. Support financial mechanisms that promote projects which use alternative energies over fossil
fuels.
4. Encourage governments to establish greenhouse gas emission reduction targets and develop
alternative energy sources (Intended Nationally Determined Contributions).
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